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Abstrat. Companies have been struggling to manage and maintain

their legay information systems beause upgrading those systems has

been a omplex hallenge. Many times, requirements hanges are di�ult

to be properly managed, leading to legay information system require-

ments deterioration. To overome or redue suh problems we propose

the XIS-Reverse, a software reverse engineering approah. XIS-Reverse

is a model-driven reverse engineering approah that takes database arte-

fats and user preferenes as input, and generates high-level models and

spei�ations of these legay information systems. This paper presents

the evaluation of XIS-Reverse using two real-world information systems,

provides an assessment of its interoperability with an existent framework

and disusses its main hallenges and bene�ts.
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1 Introdution

One of the main reasons why software projets tend to fail is the di�ulty to

manage its requirements, mainly due to the fat that requirements hanges are

di�ult to be properly managed [1℄. Without a proper way to manage require-

ments, software projets may have negative impat, namely exessive develop-

ment and management osts, a system whih does not meet stakeholders needs,

and so on. However, new methods to ollet, analyse, doument and maintain

requirements have been rising, their software requirements spei�ations are still

mainly written in natural language [1℄. Those kind of spei�ations are usually

hard to keep up to date while the software appliations are being developed,

leading to deterioration. To overome or redue suh problems, software reverse

engineering approahes an be used.

Reverse engineering was initially used in hardware analysis, but it quikly

extended its sope to software systems [2℄. Then, following the huge expansion

and advent of software from the end of the 80s, the reverse engineering topi has

been mainly used in the ontext of legay information systems, whih are often

still running ruial and ritial operations for ompanies [3℄. Reverse engineering



an be de�ned as the proess of examining an already implemented software

system to reate a higher abstration level representation in a di�erent form [2℄.

The main objetive of suh representations is to provide a better understand-

ing of the software system's urrent state. These an be used to orret (e.g. �x

bugs), update (e.g. alignment with updated user requirements), upgrade (e.g.

add new apabilities), or even ompletely reengineer the system under study

[3℄. These operations are happening now more than ever due to new user re-

quirements and expetations, adaptation to emerging business models, updated

legislation, new tehnology innovation and preserving the system struture from

deteriorating [4℄. Sine the reverse engineering of an information system is a

time-onsuming and error-prone proess, any reverse engineering solution that

ould inrease the automation level of the proess would bene�t the users of suh

omplex task, and thus failitate its larger adoption.

Model-driven engineering (MDE) approahes are inreasingly gaining aep-

tane in the software engineering �eld to takle software omplexity and to im-

prove software produtivity [5,6℄. These approahes promote the systemati use

of models, raising the level of abstration at whih software is spei�ed and in-

reasing the automation level of software development. Although most of the

MDE approahes aim to build new information systems through forward engi-

neering, MDE an also be used as a reverse engineering tehnique (Model-Driven

Reverse Engineering (MDRE)) [3℄. Moreover, metamodelling and model transfor-

mations have proven to be useful in the automation of ertain reverse engineering

ativities, suh as representing soure ode at a higher-level of abstration.

XIS-Reverse [7℄ has been reated preisely to mitigate legay information sys-

tem's requirements deterioration and maintenane, reduing human e�ort and

improving produtivity. These goals an be ahieved by using reverse engineer-

ing tehniques based on a model-driven approah, able to produe high-level

spei�ations of the legay information system through Model-to-Model (M2M)

transformations. This is aomplished using and extending the Sparks Systems

Enterprise Arhitet (EA) tool with those transformations.

This paper extends the previous work that introdued the XIS-Reverse ap-

proah [7℄ with the following novel ontributions: (i) an extensive disussion of

the relevane of this approah based on the evaluation of two real-world ases

studies with large databases (e.g., the ase study B involves more than 150 data

entities and more than 200 assoiations); (ii) a disussion showing how it is

possible to ombine the XIS-Reverse approah with other forward engineering

approahes, namely the XIS-Web approah [8℄ in the sope of the XIS* frame-

work and tehnologies, namely by showing that the extrated XIS* models (with

the XIS-Reverse) an then be involved in models validation, model-to-model and

model-to-text transformations; (iii) �nally, a omparison of the XIS-Reverse with

other approahes and a disussion of the related work.

Futhermore, regarding the main ontributions of XIS-Reverse, we have to

highlight the following aspets: (i) the semi-automati heuristis that an iden-

tify ertain relationships between entities, namely impliit generalizations and

speialization of assoiations (aggregations), and also (ii) the possibility to ex-



trat values from the soure database to enrih the target models or spei�a-

tions. All that ombined allows to enhane the understanding of eah entity role

in the produed models.

XIS-Reverse has been developed over the last sixteen months following the

well-known Ation Researh methodology [9℄. Over time it was neessary to

evaluate the level of detail and orretness of the XIS-Reverse extrated spe-

i�ations. This evaluation proess was done in an iterative way. Initially, this

was done by testing only a subset of the approah, namely the domain entities

extration, with simple ase studies. However, throughout this period, we got

the hane to use real-world appliations to evaluate it, whih allowed to evolve

XIS-Reverse with riher ase studies.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Setion 2 presents the ontext. Setion

3 gives an overview of the XIS-Reverse. Setion 4 presents and analyses the

evaluation performed to XIS-Reverse, using two real-world appliations. Setion

5 presents and analyses the interoperability evaluation of XIS-Reverse with an

existent framework. Setion 6 analyses and ompares this proposal with the

related work. Finally, Set. 7 summarizes the main onlusions of this work along

with some future work perspetives.

2 Bakground

This researh has been developed at the Instituto Superior Ténio, Universidade

de Lisboa, in the sope of the MDDLingo

1

and the RSLingo
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initiatives.

MDDLingo is an umbrella researhing initiative that aggregates several pro-

jets around MDE topis, namely involving the de�nition of a family of lan-

guages, also known as XIS*. This set of modelling languages derives from the

XIS-UML pro�le [10,11℄, involving namely XIS-Mobile [12,13℄, XIS-CMS [14℄ or

XIS-Web [8℄. XIS-UML is a set of oherent onstruts de�ned as an UML pro�le

that allows a high-level and visual modeling way to design business information

systems. In general these languages inlude the following views: Entities (whih

inludes Domain and Business Entities views), UseCases (ontaining Ators and

Use Cases views), Arhitetural and User-Interfaes (omposed by Interation

Spae and Navigation Spae views).

Figure 1 illustrates a simple XIS* Domain view whih aggregates domain

lasses (XisEntity), their attributes (XisEntityAttribute) and relationships (Xis-

EntityAssoiation and XisEntityInheritane).

Figure 2 shows a BusinessEntities view, whih allows to de�ne higher-level

entities (XisBusinessEntity), that aggregate XisEntities and that in the ontext

of a given use ase an be easily manipulated.

Figure 3 shows the UseCases View. This view details the operations an ator

an perform over the business entities when interating with the system [12℄.

RSLingo is a general approah de�ned to rigorously speify and validate soft-

ware requirements using lightweight Natural Language Proessing tehniques to
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Fig. 1. Example of a XIS* Domain view.

Fig. 2. Example of a XIS* BusinessEntities view.

(partially) translate informal requirements into a rigorous representation pro-

vided by a language speially designed for Requirements Engineering. Overtime,

following the RSLingo's approah, several projets have been developed, namely

RSLingo4Privay [15,16℄ and RSLingo's RSL

3

[17℄. Moreover, RSLingo's RSL is

a ontrol natural language (restrited use of a natural language grammar and

a set of terms to be used in a restrited grammar) to help the prodution of

software requirements spei�ations in a more systemati, rigorous and onsis-

tent way [17℄. Suh spei�ations are usually spei�ed as a set of .rsl �les, and

later they an be validated and used by di�erent types of users suh as require-

ment engineers, business analysts, or domain experts [17℄. The most relevant

RSLingo's RSL onepts regarding our researh are: Data Entities, Data Entity

Views, User Stories, Funtional Requirements, Goals, Business Proesses and

Terms.

3 XIS-Reverse Overview

The XIS-Reverse [7℄ is a MDRE approah that allows to extrat high-level spe-

i�ations from legay appliation artefats. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the XIS-

Reverse approah starts by extrating the appliation data model from an avail-
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able database, and from that and from the user on�guration (seond stage), the

reverse engineering exeution takes plae, by applying several reverse engineer-

ing heuristis on those artefats, and then generating the extrated knowledge

in the form of models and spei�ations.

Fig. 4. Overview of the XIS-Reverse approah.

XIS-Reverse was implement on top of the Sparx Systems EA

4

, as an EA

plug-in. The XIS-Reverse's �rst stage (appliation data model extration) relies

on the native apability of EA to reverse engineer a database shema through an

ODBC onnetion. Then, the following stages (reverse engineering on�guration

and exeution) are supported by the XIS-Reverse tool (available from GitHub

5

).

The on�guration stage provides an user interfae (see Fig. 5) that an be split

into 4 di�erent areas:

� Input - to speify input artefats, namely the appliation data model,

database name and additional artefats, namely a database aess or a pro-

�ler log �le;

� Output - to selet additional output representations, namely XIS-Web and

RSLingo's RSL;

� Transformation Rules Guidane - to provide on�guration points to

the following features: Simple Prinipal Entities (to identify aggregations);

Attribute Values Extration (to extrat attribute values); and Generalization

Disovery (to detet impliit generalizations);

� Appearane - to improve the readability of the produed spei�ations.

4
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Fig. 5. Main on�guration panel of the tool.

Although the number of available input tehnologies and output spei�a-

tions an be extended, for now our approah is able to produe XIS-Web lan-

guage models [8℄ and RSLingo's RSL spei�ations [17℄ from Mirosoft SQL

Server databases.

Finally, the reverse engineering exeution stage is supported by M2M trans-

formations that use the appliation data model and user on�gurations to gen-

erate XIS* models and RSLingo's RSL spei�ations. Then, the user an anal-

yse the produed artefats and introdue some re�nements, suh as hanging

automatially identi�ed relationships into di�erent ones in the Entities view,

enhaning the Use-Cases views, et.

4 Evaluation

In this setion, two ase studies are introdued and used to assess the XIS-

Reverse approah.

Both appliations were supported by SQL Server databases and our exper-

iments only onsidered database aess in order to enhane the output spei�-

ations sine it is harder to generate a pro�ler log �le that represents well the

normal usage of suh appliations.

To assess the overall results in eah Case Study we divided this evaluation

into three levels of on�guration senarios: Without on�guration, Blind on-

�guration and Semi-guided on�guration. Within eah senario we extrated:

number of XisEntities (inluding expliit and impliit superlasses); number of



XisAssoiations (also inluding Aggregations and Many-to-many assoiations);

number of Aggregations; number of Many-to-many assoiations; number of ex-

pliit and impliit sublasses and superlasses; number of XisBusinessEntities

and eah of their types of assoiations and number of XisEntityUseCases.

Moreover, we de�ned some heuristis to evaluate the obtained results in a

deeper way, namely in terms of aggregation assoiations and impliit generaliza-

tions. However, the following heuristis will be not applied to the Case Study B

due to privay onstraints.

Regarding aggregations, we de�ned two rules. The �rst one requires to have

an updated domain model in the available appliation requirements, in whih

entity assoiations are lassi�ed (e.g. one-to-one or aggregation assoiations).

The seond one, requires to have every entity manually lassi�ed as main entity

(e.g. relevant entity in the domain), on�guration entity (e.g. �kind of� entity) or

assoiation entity (e.g. entity whih main purpose is to link two or more entities).

Rule-1: Number of assoiations well lassi�ed in terms of aggre-

gations. We assess this rule by aplying the onepts of a onfusion matrix

to the results (after the experiment), thus we ount the number of: (1) atual

aggregations that were orretly lassi�ed as aggregations (true positive); (2)

non-aggregations that were inorretly lassi�ed as aggregations (false positive);

(3) aggregations that were inorretly marked as non-aggregations (false nega-

tive); (4) all the remaining assoiations orretly lassi�ed as non-aggregations

(true negative).

Rule-2: Number of on�guration entities that do not aggregate

main nor assoiation entities. We assess this rule by ounting how many of

those did and did not aggregate main or assoiation entities (after the experi-

ment).

Regarding generalizations, we want to extrat impliit generalizations whih

maximize both the number of sublasses found (variable x) and the number of

inherited attributes (variable y) , based on the following funtion:

Reis(x, y) = 0.5x+ 0.5y (1)

To better explain the Reis funtion and its variables, a simple domain model

illustrated in Fig. 6 will be used.

Variable x an be determined by the number of sublasses found (after the

experiment), divided by the maximum number of sublasses that ould be found

(number of entities without generalization and with at least 1 attribute (before

the experiment), suh as A, B, C, F and G (5) in Fig. 6).

Taking into aount that generalizations with the exat number of two sub-

lasses will maximize the number of superlasses that an be found, and thus,

maximize also the number of inherited attributes:

Variable y an be determined by the sum of all the superlass attributes found

(after the experiment), divided by the sum of the maximum number of attributes

that ould be inherited (the sum of the maximum number of attributes every

pair of entities an share (before the experiment), taking into aount all pairs

of entities that an be grouped, by the desending order of attributes number,



suh as 3 in Fig. 6, sine pairs A-B share at most 2 attributes and C-F share at

most 1 attribute, for example).

Fig. 6. Support example to explain the Reis funtion.

4.1 Case Study A: ProjetIT-Enterprise

The ProjetIT

6

[18,19℄ initiative aggregates several researh topis, suh as soft-

ware engineering and software development. The main goal behind this initia-

tive is to provide a omplete software development workbenh, with support

for projet management, requirements engineering, analysis, design and ode

generation features. Moreover, within this initiative a ollaborative tool with

Web interfae was developed. This web appliation, alled ProjetIT-Enterprise

[20,21℄, provides a mehanism to proess de�nition, ollaborative support for

team work, emphasizing projet management, projet-proess alignment, work-

�ows and douments management.

Although, the ProjetIT-Enterprise was mainly used and tested in an aa-

demi and researh sope, it is a mature one, with well de�ned onepts and

requirements. Sine we had the hane to use it, we deided to perform an ex-

haustive experiment to assess the XIS-Reverse.

Regarding the aggregation rules, sine we had aess to the domain model

spei�ations of this appliation (Fig. 7), and it was granted that there were

no signi�ant updates in the appliation database sine this spei�ation was

de�ned, we used that spei�ation to evaluate against our experiment (required

for Rule-1). With that, we established a mapping between every database ta-

ble and the orresponding entity in the domain model (Table 1), and then with

some domain knowledge, we lassi�ed those entities/tables as main entities, on-

�guration entities and assoiation entities (required for Rule-2). This mapping

and lassi�ation will be used during the evaluation to ompare the extrated

spei�ation (using the XIS-Reverse) with the aforementioned domain model,

showed in Fig. 7.

6
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Moreover, we identi�ed the diret relationships between the main entities

in the domain, de�ned as foreign key onstraints in the appliation database

(heked symbols in Fig. 7 ).

Taking into aount Fig. 7, from the total of 8 diret relationships identi�ed, 7

were aggregations (relaxing the omposition de�nition) and 1 was an one-to-one

relationship (not an aggregation).

Fig. 7. Case Study A - domain model of the projet dimension (adapted from [20℄).

Table 2 shows the results of applying the aggregation rules using the XIS-

Reverse. These results are analysed bellow, in eah of the on�guration senarios.

Furthermore, to support eah senario, Table 3 presents the overall piture

of the extrated elements.

Senario A: Extration without on�guration. In this senario, the unique

on�guration performed is the onnetion setting with the database. With that,



Table 1. Case Study A - equivalene between appliation database and domain model.

Appliation Database Table Domain Model Entity Manual Classi�ation

AtivityE�ort - Main

AtivityMembers - Assoiation

AtivityProess Ativity Proess Main

AtivityProessSkills - Assoiation

AtivityProjet Ativity Projet Main

AtivityProjetTemplate - Main

AtivityProjetTemplateSkills - Assoiation

Country - Con�guration

DisiplineProess Disipline Proess Main

DisiplineProjetTemplate - Main

DoumentProess Doument Proess Main

DoumentProjet Doument Projet Main

DoumentProjetTemplate - Main

PrivayLevel - Con�guration

Proess Proess Main

ProessDe�nition - Main

Projet Projet Main

ProjetMembers - Assoiation

RoleAtivities - Assoiation

RoleProess Role Proess Main

RoleSkills - Assoiation

Skill Skill Con�guration

State - Con�guration

TimePeriod - Con�guration

UserPro�le Person Main

UserSkills - Assoiation

WorkPakage Work Pakage Projet Main

WorkPakageMembers - Assoiation

WorkPeriodProess Work Period Proess Main

WorkPeriodProjet Work Period Projet Main

WorkPeriodProjetTemplate - Main

WorkProdutProess Work Produt Proess Main

WorkProdutProjet Work Produt Projet Main

WorkProdutProjetTemplate - Main



Table 2. Case Study A - evaluation of aggregation senarios.

Rule-1 Rule-2

P
P
P
P
P
P
P

Results

Senarios

True

Positive

False

Positive

False

Negative

True

Negative

Con�gs.

without

aggrega-

tions

Con�gs.

with

aggrega-

tions

A: Without

Con�gs.

6 1 1 0 4 1

B: M = 20 0 0 7 1 5 0

B: M = 10 2 1 5 0 5 0

B: M = 5 3 1 4 0 4 1

C: Semi-guided 6 1 1 0 5 0

Table 3. Case Study A - overall results of the reverse engineering.

Element / Senario A B M=20 B M=10 B M=5 C

XisEntities 34 34 34 34 38

XisEntityAssoiations 45 45 45 45 45

XisEntityAssoiations (Aggregations) 42 6 13 32 38

XisEntityAssoiations (Many-to-many) 0 0 0 0 0

Expliit sublasses 0 0 0 0 0

Expliit superlasses 0 0 0 0 0

Impliit sublasses 0 0 0 0 8

Impliit superlasses 0 0 0 0 4

XisBusinessEntities 14 31 28 23 15

XisBusinessEntities Master Assoiations 14 31 28 23 15

XisBusinessEntities Detail Assoiations 42 6 13 32 38

XisBusinessEntities Referene Assoiations 12 36 27 21 13

XisEntityUseCases 14 31 28 23 15



we aim to extrat and analyse the simplest senario used with the XIS-Reverse.

Then, from these results, ompare with the senarios that use omplex on�gu-

rations (Senario-B and Senario-C).

The �rst exeution of this on�guration senario allowed to identify a problem

in our approah, namely the identi�ation of many-to-many assoiations (rule

E-1 [7℄). This problem ourred due to the generi de�nition of suh heuristi

that did not take into aount omposite primary keys. Moreover, that issue

ourred in ases that an entity had at least 2 primary keys (whih only one of

them was a foreign key), there was only one attribute and that attribute had

a foreign key onstraint. Taking that into aount, we rede�ned that heuristi

(updated listing available on GitHub

7

).

After updating that heuristi, a new exeution was performed in whih 34

XisEntities were found with 45 XisEntityAssoiations established, from whih

42 were lassi�ed as aggregations. Moreover, regarding our aggregation evalua-

tion Rule-1, from the 8 diret relationships, 6 aggregations were well identi�ed.

However, 1 aggregation was misinterpreted as a simple XisEntityAssoiation

and the one-to-one relationship was wrongly lassi�ed as an aggregation. The

�rst problem ourred due to the di�erene of rows' number of eah entity in

the database, and sine that di�erene goes against the rule EA-2-b ([7℄) and

there is no available on�guration able to orret this problem, this type of issue

had to be solved manually. On the other hand, the seond problem was due to

the absent of a Unique Index property in that foreign key, whih was probably

forgotten or relaxed.

Moreover, following the Rule-2, from all the on�guration entities, only the

Skill entity had aggregation assoiations with main or assoiation entities. This

an be solved by lassifying this entity as Simple Prinipal Entity during the

on�guration stage.

Furthermore, there were no many-to-many assoiations identi�ed, neither

expliit generalizations. Thus, from this on�guration level results, to improve

the quality of the obtained spei�ations, the main on�gurations that make

sense to explore, in the following on�guration senarios, are the identi�ation

of Simple Prinipal Entities and Generalization disovery.

Senario B: Extration with blind on�guration. After the previous on-

�guration results, the goal of the blind on�gurations is to improve the results

of the de�ned evaluation heuristis exeuted in a blind way. Thus, in this setion

we over two distint situations, namely aggregations and then generalizations.

Aggregation

This situation is foused in the assessment of the obtained results using

di�erent Simple Prinipal Entity on�gurations in a blind way, following the

de�ned evaluation heuristis.

Regarding the Simple Prinipal Entities seletion menu ([7℄), we started by

using the default value (20) to �lter entities by the maximum number of rows that

a table an have in the database. And then seleted all those entities. Moreover,

7
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a similar proess is used in the following situations but with di�erent numbers.

To simplify we de�ne this number as M.

� M = 20 - With this on�guration, 6 aggregations were identi�ed. How-

ever, regarding the Rule-1, none of the 6 aggregations that were orretly

lassi�ed in the Senario-A was now orretly identi�ed, thus the number of

False Negatives inreased to 7. Moreover, the one-to-one assoiation, wrongly

identi�ed as aggregation in the Senario-A, was not lassi�ed as an aggre-

gation this time. Regarding the Rule-2, none of the on�guration entities

aggregated a main entity or an assoiation entity. Due to the low number

of identi�ed aggregations, it only makes sense to test again with a lower M

number.

� M = 10 - With this on�guration, 13 aggregations were found. In terms

of the Rule-1, 2 aggregations were orretly identi�ed, thus the number of

False Negatives dereased to 5. This time, the one-to-one assoiation was

wrongly lassi�ed as an aggregation, sine this time DoumentProjet entity

was not seleted as Simple Prinipal Entity (number of False Positives is 1).

Moreover, following the Rule-2, the result was the same of the previous test.

Sine with this new value for M, the number of identi�ed aggregations is still

less than half of the number of entities, we will derease M one again.

� M = 5 - With this on�guration, the number of aggregations inreased

to 32. Following the Rule-1, the number of orretly identi�ed aggregations

inreased by 1, thus there were still 4 aggregations wrongly identi�ed as

simple XisEntityAssoiations (False Negatives). The number of False Pos-

itives remained the same. Regarding the Rule-2, this time 1 entity (Skill)

had aggregation assoiations with main or assoiation entities, likewise in

the senario without on�gurations. Moreover, sine the number of entities

with 5 or less attributes (M = 5) is only one (Proess), it does not make

sense try lower M values, beause the results that we would get would be

the same as we got in the senario without on�gurations.

With these results, we an say that without domain knowledge about the

ProjetIT-Enterprise, in terms of aggregations, we would get the best result with-

out using the Simple Prinipal Entities on�guration in a blind way. However,

we think that the tests with this kind of on�guration did not show interesting

results, mainly due to the redued appliation usage, whih was re�eted in the

low amount of main entities rows, suh as projet and proess. And thus, sine

our heuristi assumes that the number of rows of aggregated entities is greater

or equal to the number of rows of the entities that aggregate them, and that the

number of rows of Simple Prinipal Entities is usually a lot smaller, ompared

with the others, we onlude that this on�guration did not bene�t the obtained

results in this ase study.

Generalization

This situation is foused in the identi�ation of impliit generalizations and

the assessment of the obtained results. In order to perform this evaluation we will

ativate Generalization disovery and use its on�guration points ([7℄). Moreover,



sine our generalization evaluation heuristi tries to maximize both the number

of sublasses and the number of inherited attributes, we will use our two options

to aggregate entities every iteration, i.e. every time we hange other on�guration

points.

Table 4, summarises the main results during this evaluation, taking into

aount, for eah on�guration, the number of generated sublasses (a), the sum

of inherited attributes (b) and the appliation of suh values in our evaluation

funtion. Moreover, from our Senario-A we ould extrat that the maximum

number of sublasses that an be found is 31, and the sum of the maximum

number of attributes that an be inherited is 51, thus we an rewrite our funtion

as:

Reis′(a, b) = 0.5(
a

31
) + 0.5(

b

51
) (2)

Table 4. Case Study A - Senario B - evaluation of generalization simulations.

Minimum #

of shared at-

tributes

Aggregated

by

Ignored names Sublasses

(a)

Inherited at-

tributes (b)

Reis'

5 attributes - 4 12 0.18

5 entities - 4 12 0.18

4 attributes - 4 12 0.18

4 entities - 5 10 0.18

3 attributes - 8 18 0.31

3 entities - 10 12 0.28

3 attributes name,desription 4 8 0.14

3 entities name,desription 4 8 0.14

2 attributes name,desription 6 10 0.19

2 entities name,desription 8 8 0.21

We started our evaluation by using the default value for the minimum number

of shared attributes (5). And then, from the obtained results we deided whih

on�guration should be used in the next iteration.

Overall, from the �rst iteration we got reasonable results (Reis' = 0.18),

namely 4 sublasses and 12 inherited attributes were found. Then, due to lower

number of sublasses found, it only made sense to iterate with lower numbers for

the minimum number of shared attributes. We, redued to 4, and we got slightly

similar results, so we deided to redue again to 3, from whih we got better

results (Reis' = 0.31), namely 8 sublasses found and 18 inherited attributes,

by aggregating our entities by the higher number of shared attributes. Then, we

redued to 2 and a ombinational explosion happened, thus no results were gen-

erated. However, we analysed the inherited attributes from the last on�guration

suessfully used, and we notied that two attributes (�name� and �desription�)

were inherited by almost every superlass, thus we deided to do more iterations



but this time ignoring suh attributes. During these iteration, the best result we

got (Reis' = 0.21) was slightly higher than the �rsts we got, but anyway loser

to our best one.

Senario C: Extration with semi-guided on�guration. The main goal

of this senario is to try to improve the results obtained from the two previous

on�guration senarios, by introduing some domain knowledge in the on�gu-

ration parameters.

In terms of aggregations, we just identi�ed the on�guration entities as Sim-

ple Prinipal Entities, from the previously generated Table 1. And as expeted,

with that on�guration, we got the best results of all the on�guration senarios

used, namely by improving results of the Rule-2 . As stated before, no matter

how muh domain knowledge the user has, the False Negative and the False Pos-

itive problems identi�ed an only be solved manually, sine none of the available

on�gurations an orret suh issues.

Regarding generalization disovery, even with a good domain knowledge (e.g.

average number of entity attributes), the user would always need to perform

a similar approah as the blind one, to get good results in terms of impliit

generalizations.

Thus, to get the best results overall, we had to selet the known on�guration

entities as Simple Prinipal Entities and ativate Generalization Disovery with

at least 3 shared attributes, ordered by the higher number of shared attributes.

4.2 Case Study B: Soial Seurity appliation

During this researh period, we worked in the TT-MDD-Mindbury/2015 projet,

whih main goal was to develop a real-world Soial Seurity appliation on top

of an existent legay one. This was a good opportunity to apply our approah

to a real-world appliation, already with some usage by its users. Due to pri-

vay onerns for the lient and the development ompany, details about this

appliation must be kept in seret. Due to these onstraints, the analysis and

evaluation of this ase study is not so muh detailed as the Case Study A, only

highlighting the most relevant results.

Moreover, sine this projet lasted for 12 months, we got a deep domain

knowledge of this appliation. And suh knowledge is used to guide the reverse

engineering proess for this appliation, in order to redue the number of itera-

tions in this proess. We evaluate this appliation based on this knowledge, sine

the available doumentation of this appliation was outdated.

In terms of its database, this appliation was designed with 187 tables, and

most of its tables shared a ommon set of attributes, namely timestamps for

those entities, et. Thus, using the XIS-Reverse approah to �nd impliit gener-

alizations (further XisEntityInheritane transformation rule [7℄), an easily lead

to a ombinational explosion.

This evaluation only stresses 3 di�erent on�guration senarios, namely a

senario without on�guration; one blind on�guration senario, seleting every



entity with 20 or less rows as Simple Prinipal Entity; and a semi-guided on-

�guration senario, based on the seletion of Simple Prinipal Entities seletion

and on Generalization disovery.

Table 5, shows the overall results obtained from these three on�guration

senarios based on previously de�ned metris.

Senario A: Extration without on�guration. We found that many enti-

ties, that we ould lassify as Simple Prinipal Entities, were wrongly aggregat-

ing main entities and no expliit generalizations were found. Thus, the obtained

results were not aurate, and in general were wrong in terms of aggregations.

Senario B: Extration with blind on�guration. This senario was exe-

uted, in order to evaluate if a user ould get better results by seleting Simple

Prinipal Entities in a blind way. In this experiment, every entity with 20 or less

rows in the database was seleted as Simple Prinipal Entity (132 entities). With

our domain knowledge we were able to identify that from those 132 entities, 14

were wrongly seleted and 12 Simple Prinipal Entities were not seleted sine

they had more than 20 rows (e.g. ountry). However, the quality of the results

inreased drastially, sine overall most of the Simple Prinipal Entities (around

91%) were well identi�ed using this approah.

Senario C: Extration with semi-guided on�guration. With the do-

main knowledge, we an improve this results even more, by identifying every

Simple Prinipal Entity (with the help of the available �lters, due to the large

number of entities to selet). Moreover, with our knowledge we know the average

number of attributes per entity and that some entities shared some properties,

thus we an redue the number of iterations to obtain results in terms of impliit

generalizations. With that, following a semi-guided on�guration we got better

results, not only in terms of aggregations that made more sense to exist, but

also in terms of impliit generalizations found.

Furthermore, during this researh, this ase study was used several times to

support the evaluation of the development iterations. One of the issues that we

disovered by using this omplex system, besides the time to reverse engineering,

was the ombinational explosion that a Generalization disovery ould easily

trigger while omparing every entity and their attributes.

This problem an happen when there is a large amount of entities whih

share idential attributes, leading to a large set of entities to be ompared,

whih an exponentially inrease the amount of time and memory required to

�nd generalizations. During our experiments, the aforementioned ombinational

explosion was usually stopped due to memory onstraints of the EA appliation

(usual Windows appliation onstraints), whih led to a rash of the appliation.

Thus, the only solution to exeute this feature in large domains (like this one),

is to ignore some of the most used attribute names.



Table 5. Case Study B - overall results of the reverse engineering.

Element / Senario A B C

XisEntities 168 168 176

XisEntityAssoiations 224 224 224

XisEntityAssoiations (Aggregations) 126 38 21

XisEntityAssoiations (Many-to-many) 19 19 19

Expliit sublasses 0 0 0

Expliit superlasses 0 0 0

Impliit sublasses 0 0 16

Impliit superlasses 0 0 8

XisBusinessEntities 140 156 161

XisBusinessEntities Master Assoiations 140 156 161

XisBusinessEntities Detail Assoiations 82 23 15

XisBusinessEntities Referene Assoiations 124 190 215

XisEntityUseCases 140 156 161

5 Interoperability with XIS* Frameworks

In this setion, an analysis of the XIS-Reverse interoperability with a XIS* frame-

work is performed, in order to aess how well both tools an work together.

Figure 8 illustrates the main goal of this evaluation, whih is to suessfully use

XIS-Reverse to generate XIS* models given a Legay Appliation, and use those

models to generate a New Appliation using a XIS* framework.

Fig. 8. Interoperability with XIS* frameworks.

One again, we used the XIS-Web tehnology [8℄, sine it is the most reent

XIS* tehnology. In a nutshell, this framework supports the XIS-Web forward

engineering proess, whih is applied to XIS-Web models. This is aomplished

by following three steps: (1) Models validation; (2) M2M transformation; and

(3) Model-to-Text (M2T) transformation. Step-1 uses a set of rules (built-in

in the framework) to validate the XIS-Web models. Then, step-2 generates the

user-interfae views, namely the Interation Spae and Navigation Spae views.

Finally, step-3 generates the target appliation's soure ode.

To perform this evaluation we used the most reent version of the XIS-

Web framework

8

. Then, using the XIS-Web spei�ations from the ProjetIT-

8
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Enterprise (Set. 4.1), that were extrated with the XIS-Reverse tool, we did

our evaluation step by step:

Models validation - In this step, we got one relevant error in the �rst

validation, namely that XisEntities had to have at least 1 XisEntityAttribute.

Sine this error an easily our, for example in sublasses, we think that the

only viable solution for this mismath is to update the XIS-Web framework

in order to omit this rule. Furthermore, to bypass this problem, we added a

�titious XisEntityAttribute to those XisEntities and the seond validation was

suessful.

M2M transformation - Then, we exeuted the model generation, whih

suessfully produed the ontents of the Interation Spae and the Navigation

Spae views.

M2T transformation - In this step, we also got an error during the ode

generation. The error stated that the same �le was generated several times,

i.e. some �les were overwritten. This problem ourred due to the limitation

of the XIS-Web framework to generate Interation Spae and the Navigation

Spae views for XisEntities with many-to-many relationships. Then, one again,

the most logi solution to this problem is to extend the XIS-Web framework in

order to support that senario. However, to bypass this problem, we removed

eah many-to-many relationship and, for eah one of them, we added a XisEntity

linked to eah of those entities through an one-to-many relationship and after

rerunning the M2M transformation the M2T transformation was suessful.

6 Related Work Disussion

Reverse engineering of software appliations have been extensively studied in the

last deades, and their main ontributions have been ruial to produe better

results in this omplex ativity, and furthermore to stimulate the development

of reverse engineering tools. More reently, MDE started to be applied to re-

verse engineering (MDRE), promoting a more systemati and �exible proess.

Moreover, MDRE approahes have been extended in order to ompletely reengi-

neer a soure appliation into a new target appliation through model-driven

reengineering tehniques.

This setion overviews the most relevant researh studies, overing data

shema extration and reverse engineering of databases. Moreover, those on-

tributions are also ompared with our approah.

6.1 Data Shema Extration

The main properties of the researh works analysed in this subsetion are shown

in Table 6. This table spei�es for eah approah, its input, the existene of data

shema extrators, if it extrats all table properties and its output. The last row

ategorises our approah.

Gra2MoL [22℄ Text-to-Model (T2M) language and MoDiso [3℄ framework

have been speially tailored for data shema extration (model injetion).



Table 6. Classi�ation of some related works on data shema extration (adapted from

[7℄).

Approah Input Output Shema Extrators Properties

Gra2Mol [22℄ any textual artefat any model no n.a.

MoDiso [3℄ several soures any model no n.a.

Shemol [23℄ data stored into DB any model no n.a.

DB-MAIN

[24℄

several soures GER yes (e.g. ODBC) yes

SQL2XMI [25℄ SQL DDL shema UML in XMI yes (only MySQL) no

EA

(XIS-Reverse)

several soures UML yes (e.g. ODBC) yes

Gra2MoL is a Domain Spei� Language (DSL) to write transformations

between any textual artefat whih onforms to a grammar (e.g. soure ode) and

a model whih onforms to a target metamodel. On the other hand, MoDiso is a

Java framework intended to failitate the implementation of MDRE approahes.

Regarding to data shema extration, MoDiso failitates the implementation

of disoverers (model injetors), and it urrently provides disoverers for Java,

JSP and XML. A drawbak for both approahes is that they would require the

de�nition of suh transformations and disoverers, respetively, to extrat the

database shema.

Shemol [23℄ is another tool for injeting models. However, this tool allows in-

jeting data stored into database by speifying transformations that express the

orrespondene between the soure database shema and the target metamodel.

Furthermore, in terms of database model injetion (to ease this T2M trans-

formation) it is possible to transform a database shema into a graphial repre-

sentation using a variety of ommerial and aademi tools. DB-MAIN [24℄ and

SQL2XMI [25℄ are two examples of suh aademi tools. Firstly, DB-MAIN is a

toolbox that supports database reverse engineering, and inludes legay database

shemas extrators, through several soures suh as ODBC drivers or SQL �les.

Seondly, SQL2XMI is entitled as a lightweight transformation of data models

from SQL Shemas to UML-ER expressed in XMI. To our knowledge, this tool

is still limited ompared with DB-MAIN sine it does not infer entity types or

ardinalities, and for now it is only ompatible with the MySQL implementation

of the SQL data de�nition language (DDL).

To sum up, given that a set of existing tools already support data shema

extration from several soures, without additional spei�ation of transforma-

tions, we took advantage of suh tools, more preisely we used EA.

6.2 Reverse Engineering

A reverse engineering approah an be lassi�ed in several ways. Table 7 gives

a properties summary of the thereafter analysed researh works. These proper-

ties inlude: kind of analysis, output, the existene of tools for automating the



approah, automation level of those tools in regards to the reverse engineering

stage, if the tool allows extension and main ontributions (A - Aggregations

Extration, G - Impliit Generalization Extration and V - Attribute Values

Extration).

Table 7. Classi�ation of some works on reverse engineering (adapted from [7℄).

Approah Analysis Output Contribs. Tools Auto. Extension

[26℄ shema OMT lass

diagram

G no n.a n.a.

[27℄ data Extended ER n.a. no n.a n.a.

NoWARs

[28℄

data Coneptual

shema

n.a. yes Semi n.a.

RAINBOW

[29℄

sreen ER model. n.a. yes n.a. n.a

[30℄ program (stati) Extended ER n.a. no n.a n.a.

[31℄ program (stati) Objet-Oriented

lass diagram

n.a. no n.a n.a.

[32℄ program

(dynami)

n.a. n.a. yes n.a. n.a.

[33℄ program

(dynami)

n.a. n.a. yes n.a. n.a.

Modiso [3℄ shema and

program (stati)

KDM or UML n.a. yes Auto. yes

Relational

Web [34℄

shema UML n.a. yes Auto. yes

DB-MAIN

[24℄

shema and

program (stati)

GER G yes Semi yes

XIS-Reverse shema, data

and program

XIS* and

RSLingo's RSL

A;G;V yes Semi yes

Regarding reverse engineering tehniques, several approahes have been pro-

posed, whih are usually distinguished by the partiular appliation artefat used

as main information soure. The most relevant researh works, following suh

distintion, are desribed below.

Shema analysis [26℄ is mainly foused on spotting similarities in names, value

domains and representative patterns. This tehnique may help identify missing

onstruts (e.g. foreign keys). Moreover, [26℄ spei�ation of a manual proess

was adapted in our approah to semi-automatially and automatially identify

generalizations and many-to-many assoiations, respetively.

Data analysis [27,28℄ uses ontent mined from a database. Firstly it an be

used to analyse the database normalisation and seondly to verify hypothetial

onstruts suggested by other tehniques. Given the ombinatorial explosion that

an a�et the �rst approah, data analysis tehnique is mainly used with the

purpose of the seond approah. In addition, our approah uses this tehnique

in a similar way, however it is applied to lassify assoiations.



Sreen analysis [29℄ state that user interfaes an also be soures of use-

ful information. These user-oriented views over a database may display spatial

strutures, meaningful names and, at run time data population and errors om-

bined with data-�ow analysis may provide information about data strutures

and shema properties. Moreover, our approah did not onsider this kind of

analysis.

Stati [30,31℄ and Dynami [32,33℄ program analysis an easily give valuable

information about �eld struture and meaningful names, or identifying omplex

onstraint heking and foreign keys after a omplex analysis. A main hallenge

of dynami program analysis is the extration of highly dynami interations

between a program and a database. Moreover, the analysis of SQL statements

is one of the most powerful variant of soure ode analysis. Furthermore, our

approah uses stati program analysis in the pro�ler log �le, aiming to lassify

assoiations.

Additionally, a set of approahes, onerning the appliation of MDE, are

also taken into aount. Our analysis foused on their injetion and reverse

engineering stages.

As previously introdued, MoDiso MDRE framework [3℄ has a huge poten-

tial in order to support reverse engineering ativities, due to its generi and ex-

tensible properties. Besides its legay appliation disoverers (model injetors),

MoDiso also allows the de�nition of transformations and generators, responsible

for restruturing and forward engineering tasks over the system models, respe-

tively. Our approah ould be implemented extending this framework, however

that would require the de�nition from srath of all the three stages (disoverers,

transformations and generators) needed to produe the desired artefats.

Polo et al. propose a method and a tool, alled Relational Web [34℄ speially

designed for database reengineering. The starting point is a relational database,

whose physial shema is reverse engineered into a lass diagram representing its

oneptual shema. In the restruturing stage, the lass diagram is manipulated

by the user and then passed as input to the forward engineering step. Moreover,

this tool supports the de�nition of new database managers to be used as input

and the implementation of new ode generators. Furthermore, on the one hand

this approah only uses as input the physial shema, and user knowledge, and its

tool does not take advantage of the existing MDE tehniques nor tehnologies.

However, this approah de�ned foreign key's semanti extration tehniques,

to identify inheritane relationships and assoiations, that were adapted and

extended by our approah, in order to identify aggregations.

As previously stated, DB-MAIN [24℄ is a toolbox that o�ers a omplete fun-

tionality with whih to apply database reverse engineering. Regarding to reverse

engineering DB-MAIN inludes features suh as extrators of legay database

shemas, transformations between shemas, data and ode analysis tools, among

others. This tool is one of the most mature ones, in regard to database reverse

engineering, meaning that it inludes several features that have been the result of

a great number of researh ontributions from Namur University. DB-MAIN sup-

ports a lot of ommon transformations and extration tools thus, a user with suh



tools an handle almost any needed transformation to reate a good oneptual

shema. However, this tool will require the user to apply all the needed trans-

formations, thus the degree of automation ahieved in our approah is higher.

Furthermore, DB-MAIN supports generalization representation, but one again

it must be identi�ed by the user.

Regarding to the main ontributions of this paper, we do not �nd any other

approah that speializes assoiations (e.g. distinguishing between assoiations

and aggregations), nor any approah that allows to extrat attribute values and

their representation into the target oneptual shema.

7 Conlusion

XIS-Reverse approah allows to automatially extrat high-level models and

spei�ations from legay appliations. This approah bene�ts from a �exible

set of on�guration points and new features not found in the related work, that

allows to produe more detailed models and spei�ations, that overall will help

the user to get a better understanding of the appliation domain.

In terms of aggregations detetion, at least when using a system with a good

amount of data (usage), our heuristis an orretly identify those relationships

and help the user to get better results by speifying Simple Prinipal Entities

(with and without domain knowledge).

Regarding impliit generalizations disovery, our approah proved that an

extrat aurate results. However, this feature does not bene�t muh from user

domain knowledge sine several experiments with di�erent on�gurations se-

narios must be exeuted to �nd the best results. In the extreme senario, if

the user has a good understanding of eah attribute of eah entity, this feature

should be disabled, sine the identi�ation of generalizations an be easily done

manually.

Although not evaluated, we assume that extration of attribute values, inde-

pendently of the user domain knowledge level, an bene�t the user if values from

ertain entity attributes an be extrated, giving him a better understanding of

the entity role in the domain.

Additionally, in terms of interoperability with the XIS-Web framework, de-

spite the aforementioned errors (Set. 5), whih were probably found due to the

size and omplexity of the ase study, overall, the produed XIS-Web spei�-

ations with the XIS-Reverse tool, are suitable to be used with the XIS-Web

framework.

Regarding the future work, and onsidering the extensibility of the proposed

proess, we would like to evaluate the similarity between the ombined results of

pipelining XIS-Reverse with XIS-Web proesses to generate a new appliation,

and then ompare it with the original legay appliation. A divide-and-onquer

approah ould be used to manage the omplexity of identifying impliit gen-

eralizations, for example splitting sets of entities by their shema. Additionally,

we would like to extend the XIS-Reverse approah to support new input and



output tehnologies and inlude more type of analysis in the reverse engineering

proess (e.g. sreen).
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